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Qualities I am Thankful for…
I am thankful for the many qualities I have. My qualities help me to be unique and help

me get through my everyday life. I use these qualities to help others. As I grow up, I hope that I

can continue using my qualities to do good around me. My qualities allow me to continue

working hard everyday. By being thankful for my qualities, I can grow more humble and

become a better person.

One of my better qualities is my perseverance. When I persevere at something, it means

that I will not give up, no matter what is thrown at me. I use my perseverance when I do my

schoolwork or when I attempt to help someone with something. Another great quality I have is

my leadership. I am able to take the lead on projects so that I can help my friends to get a higher

grade. I also help to lead my peers when I am altar serving. When I altar serve, others will ask

me questions and ask for help with instructions. A quality I also have is that I am a problem

solver. When my friend does something that the other one does not like, I try to find a

compromise. I use problem solving skills when I do schoolwork or to help with certain

situations. Another good quality I have is my confidence. When I take tests or do schoolwork I

am usually very confident in myself. I am also very confident that I can do something great with

my life. By being this confident, I know that I can do something amazing in my years on this

Earth. One of my other qualities is my compassion. I am compassionate as often as I can be. If I

see people who look upset, I might smile at them in hopes that it will brighten their day. I also

comfort people when something is not going their way. Finally, one of my best qualities is my

creativity. As I do projects, I use my creativity to come up with an amazing scene to draw in my

mind. As an artist I use my creativity to draw landscapes, sunsets, or any other images.

My qualities have helped me to go far throughout my life and will continue to help me go

even farther. My greater qualities help me to stand out and help me to be myself. As I continue to

grow, I can become a better person by using my qualities to do good in the world. I can work

hard every day because of the amazing qualities I have. I am so very thankful for all that I can do

through my great qualities.


